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the following letter was sent to me recently
regarding a refund request for my previous

purchase. i am a bit confused. as it has
been almost 3 weeks since i requested a
refund and they have not responded, i

assumed that i had my refund. i contacted
customer support via the email address

provided and received the following
response: i never received any refund. i

purchased my scopely account when i was
ten years old, i played the hell out of my
scopely account until i was about 20, and

then i gave up on my account. i moved to a
new job and starting all over again, and i

decided to just keep playing on my pc
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when i started up my account on my new
laptop. i made a habit of saving my virtual

currency, which was an achievement i
wanted to keep, so i continued to buy more

and more virtual goods. i was on a very
good streak until about the middle of june
when i decided to enter into the contest
that you recommended, "25k points for
25,000 points." by the end of june i had
amassed more than 75,000 points, so i

decided to enter that contest, but the level
i had achieved was not the best, so i spent
a good amount of money to enter a higher
level. that level i achieved was too low, so i
just sat back and did nothing, and i entered

into a different contest with high
aspirations. however, i decided that i would

spend what i had left on virtual goods, i
have a pile of virtual currency in my vault
from that night. take a look at this story
about how companies lose money and

money due to the data loss situation and
then consider that if your “safe” system
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drops your cloud environment, it will not
automatically re-install, and you will have

to reinstall, not to mention the downtime it
will cause to your play experience, your
clients, your time and even the service

provider.
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this should be a prime example of the
apparent lack of accountability that was

the root cause of this disaster. as i
mentioned in my previous post, data loss is

potentially a massive problem, but it
seems more as an “oh sh*t, we have to get
everyone’s data back” situation and not an

“oh sh*t, we have to fix the system”
situation. the time to fix should have been
as soon as the issues were discovered – if

even years before. at a certain point, i hit a
wall, and there wasn’t much i could do
about it… the vendor employee list was
limited, so we could not look in every
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studio to see if every server was using the
same a/v component or if there were

servers using multiple a/v components. the
vendor employee list didn’t help and i

could not get past the vendor employee
list. we could have researched further, but
it would have taken more time, and very

likely compromised a huge number of
connections. as a consumer, i am not

willing to do any of that. i have hundreds of
dollars worth of gear on my server, and i
am willing to take that risk. in light of this
issue, i simply went to a local online shop
that sells the same components as atomix
(e.g. athena cpu, soundcraft component,
etc.) to see what they are offering and

compare prices. as of this writing, athena
and soundcraft are $100 cheaper per box

than atomix. buraya.com is the same
company as another cloud-based music

service with the same issues. my
recommendation is to just avoid this

vendor. go to your local shop. there are
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many, many local shops that sell similar
gear. there is no reason to put your data at

risk. 5ec8ef588b
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